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Mothers love
their daughters unconditionally, and daughters love
their mothers just the same. They have an extraordinary, almost
magical bond that flourishes and strengthens as life happens every
second, of every minute, of every hour, of every day. Enjoy this
remarkable story of a mother's enduring love for her daughters and
their sincere gratitude for a rich life filled with amazing ordinary
experiences and time spent together creating lifelong memories.
Discover how this boundless love and gratitude is passed to the next
generation and For Infinity and Beyond. May it inspire Mom's and
children everywhere, to always remember and never forget to be
grateful for and embrace all life experiences and to say "I Love
You" every morning and every night!

Bedtime Math: A Fun Excuse to Stay Up Late
The infinite! No other question has ever moved so profoundly the
spirit of man; no other idea has so fruitfully stimulated his intellect;
yet no other concept stands in greater need of clarification than that
of the infinite. . . - David Hilbert (1862-1943) Infinity is a
fathomless gulf, There is a story attributed to David Hilbert, the
preeminent mathe into which all things matician whose quotation
appears above. A man walked into a vanish. hotel late one night and
asked for a room. "Sorry, we don't have o Marcus Aurelius (121180), Roman Emperor any more vacancies," replied the owner, "but
let's see, perhaps and philosopher I can find you a room after alL"
Leaving his desk, the owner reluctantly awakened his guests and
asked them to change their rooms: the occupant of room #1 would
move to room #2, the occupant of room #2 would move to room #3,
and so on until each occupant had moved one room over. To the
utter astonish ment of our latecomer, room #1 suddenly became
vacated, and he happily moved in and settled down for the night.
But a numbing thought kept him from sleep: How could it be that
by merely moving the occupants from one room to another, the first
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room had become
vacated? (Remember, all of the rooms were
occupied when he arrived.

How to Count to Infinity
The evolution processes in nature are governed by natural laws. The
origins of the laws are still debated. In the monograph, we will
present the idea that the splitting of the forces in the Universe is the
result of the special properties of gravity, which influences all
interactions in the Universe. We will present the master equations
for all interactions and sketch the solutions. All laws of nature
influence matter in the same manner which is dependent only on the
scale.

Weird Maths
Get ready to rocket off with Buzz Lightyear and the whole gang
from Andy's room in this 16-page book with lift-the-flaps on every
spread. The biggest surprise comes at the end, when a little green
alien launches himself right out of the book! To Infinity and
Beyond is full of DisneyoPixar fun all the way through to its
blastoff ending!

Trigonometric Delights
"Cantor's Continuum Hypothesis remains a mystery in mathematics.
Initially developed by Georg Cantor, the Continuum Hypothesis
states, in its weakest form, that no set has cardinality between that
of the natural numbers and the real numbers. Cantor was never able
to prove his hypothesis, and the combined results of Kurt Gödel and
Paul Cohen later showed that the hypothesis was independent of the
accepted axioms of set theory (ZFC - Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory
with the axiom of choice). In this project, a detailed history of the
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is presented and analyzed, specifically focusing on the
work of Cantor, Gödel, and Cohen. The impact of the hypothesis on
mathematical thinking is emphasized, specifically in the search for
possible new axioms leading to various logical systems in contrast
to ZFC"--Abstract.

Fragments of an Infinite Memory
This softcover notebook provides the perfect gift to the person you
love, whether your partner or a family member, because the most
important thing in life is to share our life with those we love.
Dimensions: 6" x 9" (15,20cm x 23cm). Perfect for Writing: 120
pgs with high quality lined paper and white background.
Multipurpose: use it as a Goals notebook, Blog log, Quotes journal,
Favourite recipes book, Doodle book, Composition notebook,
Sketchbook, Inspiration Notebook, 'TO DO' Daily notebook Perfect
for gifts: Surprise your loved ones with a different notebook.
Looking for more different notebooks? Click on the author name for
other great notebooks ideas!

To Infinity and Beyond
“One day, as I was daydreaming on the boulevard Beaumarchais, I
had the idea—it came and went in a flash, almost in spite of
myself—of doing a Google search to find out what I had been up to
and where I had been the previous evening, since my own
recollections were confused.” So begins MaeÅNl Renouard’s
Fragments of an Infinite Memory, a provocative and elegant inquiry
into life in a wireless world. Renouard is old enough to remember
life before the Internet but young enough to have fully
accommodated his life to the Internet and the gadgets that support
it. Here this young philosopher, novelist, and translator tries out a
series of conjectures on how human experience, especially the sense
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of self, is being
changed by our continual engagement with a
memory that is impersonal and effectively boundless. Renouard has
written a book that is rigorously impressionistic, deeply informed
historically and culturally, but also playful, ironic, personal, and
formally adventurous, a book that withstands comparison to the best
of Roland Barthes and Jean Baudrillard.

The Nature of the Regular Polyhedra
Are you looking for a fun gift for someone close to you? This is a
perfect blank, lined notebook for men, women, and children. Great
for taking down notes, reminders, and crafting to-do lists. Also a
great creativity gift for decoration or for a notebook for school or
office! This notebook is an excellent accessory for your desk at
home or at the office. It's the perfect travel size to fit in a laptop bag
or backpack. Use it on the go and you will keep all of your notes
and reminders in organized in one place. Professionally designed
this 6x9 notebook provides the medium for you to detail your
thoughts. Buy your notebook today and begin to fill the pre-lined
pages with your heart's desire. Your new notebook includes: Fresh
white paper 100 pages 6x9 inch format Paper color: White We have
even more wonderful titles that you'll enjoy! Be sure to click on the
author name for other great notebook ideas.

Infinity and Beyond
Che Guevara and Alberto Granado’s journey through South
America in 1952 on a Norton 500 motorcycle is one of the most
famous motorcycle journeys of all time. Guevara’s experiences on
that journey led him to become a key figure of the Cuban
Revolution and one of the greatest inspirational icons of the
twentieth century. Steve Holmes and Pete Sandford’s journey
through South America in 2009 is arguably the least known
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journey of all time, but it took them on the same route,
through Argentina, Chile, Peru, Colombia and Venezuela. Along
the way, the pair did battle with some of the most dangerous
environments on the planet including the Atacama Desert (the driest
place on Earth) and the mighty Amazon River. To make it just a bit
tougher they made the trip on authentic period Nortons just like
Che’s. Che’s motorcycle never completed the 5000 mile journey.
Would Holmes and Sandford’s 60-year-old bikes survive this epic
trip? To infinity and beyond relates the dangerous and exciting
adventure as they follow Che’s route faithfully.

Beyond Infinity
In 1986, gifted animator John Lasseter, technology guru Ed
Catmull, and visionary Steve Jobs founded Pixar Animation
Studios. Their goal: create a computer animated feature, despite
predictions that it could never be done. An unprecedented catalog of
blockbuster films later, the studio is honoring its history in this
deluxe volume. From its fledgling days under George Lucas to ten
demanding years creating Toy Story to the merger with Disney,
each milestone is vibrantly detailed. Interviews with Pixar directors,
producers, animators, voice talent, and industry insiders, as well as
concept art, storyboards, and snapshots illuminate a history that is
both definitive and enthralling.

Cantor's Continuum Hypothesis
Toy Story fans will love this bind-up edition featuring all four Toy
Story tales. Relive your favourite moments of Toy Story 1-4 in this
book, designed especially to celebrate the 25th anniversary of
Disney-Pixar's Toy Story. The beautiful cover and slipcase make
this a collector's item or the perfect gift.
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To Infinity and Beyond!
In Infinity and the Mind, Rudy Rucker leads an excursion to that
stretch of the universe he calls the Mindscape, where he explores
infinity in all its forms: potential and actual, mathematical and
physical, theological and mundane. Rucker acquaints us with
Gödel's rotating universe, in which it is theoretically possible to
travel into the past, and explains an interpretation of quantum
mechanics in which billions of parallel worlds are produced every
microsecond. It is in the realm of infinity, he maintains, that
mathematics, science, and logic merge with the fantastic. By closely
examining the paradoxes that arise from this merging, we can learn
a great deal about the human mind, its powers, and its limitations.
Using cartoons, puzzles, and quotations to enliven his text, Rucker
guides us through such topics as the paradoxes of set theory, the
possibilities of physical infinities, and the results of Gödel's
incompleteness theorems. His personal encounters with Gödel the
mathematician and philosopher provide a rare glimpse at genius and
reveal what very few mathematicians have dared to admit: the
transcendent implications of Platonic realism.

For Infinity and Beyond
Our mission: to make math a fun part of kids' everyday lives. We all
know it's wonderful to read bedtime stories to kids, but what about
doing math? Many generations of Americans are uncomfortable
with math and numbers, and too often we hear the phrase, "I'm just
not good at math!" For decades, this attitude has trickled down from
parents to their kids, and we now have a culture that finds math dry,
intimidating, and just not cool. Bedtime Math wants to change all
that. Inside this book, families will find fun, mischief-making math
problems to tackle—math that isn't just kid-friendly, but actually kidappealing. With over 100 math riddles on topics from jalapeños and
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to roller coasters and flamingos, this book bursts with
math that looks nothing like school. And with three different levels
of challenge (wee ones, little kids, and big kids), there's something
for everyone. We can make numbers fun, and change the world, one
Bedtime Math puzzle at a time.

Beyond Infinity
Trigonometry has always been the black sheep of mathematics. It
has a reputation as a dry and difficult subject, a glorified form of
geometry complicated by tedious computation. In this book, Eli
Maor draws on his remarkable talents as a guide to the world of
numbers to dispel that view. Rejecting the usual arid descriptions of
sine, cosine, and their trigonometric relatives, he brings the subject
to life in a compelling blend of history, biography, and
mathematics. He presents both a survey of the main elements of
trigonometry and a unique account of its vital contribution to
science and social development. Woven together in a tapestry of
entertaining stories, scientific curiosities, and educational insights,
the book more than lives up to the title Trigonometric Delights.
Maor, whose previous books have demystified the concept of
infinity and the unusual number "e," begins by examining the "prototrigonometry" of the Egyptian pyramid builders. He shows how
Greek astronomers developed the first true trigonometry. He traces
the slow emergence of modern, analytical trigonometry, recounting
its colorful origins in Renaissance Europe's quest for more accurate
artillery, more precise clocks, and more pleasing musical
instruments. Along the way, we see trigonometry at work in, for
example, the struggle of the famous mapmaker Gerardus Mercator
to represent the curved earth on a flat sheet of paper; we see how M.
C. Escher used geometric progressions in his art; and we learn how
the toy Spirograph uses epicycles and hypocycles. Maor also
sketches the lives of some of the intriguing figures who have shaped
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four thousand
years of trigonometric history. We meet, for instance,
the Renaissance scholar Regiomontanus, who is rumored to have
been poisoned for insulting a colleague, and Maria Agnesi, an
eighteenth-century Italian genius who gave up mathematics to work
with the poor--but not before she investigated a special curve that,
due to mistranslation, bears the unfortunate name "the witch of
Agnesi." The book is richly illustrated, including rare prints from
the author's own collection. Trigonometric Delights will change
forever our view of a once dreaded subject.

To Infinity and Beyond
Religinon, a global religious enterprise, claims it can take you to
Infinity and Beyond, via its SpiritPower Technology. Rock star Dell
Englund is convinced and persuades his wife to join. However,
when Dell's money runs out, Religinon runs him out and keeps his
wife. Roni is not seeking spiritual highs, test driving it only out of
curiosity and because of Dell's passionate insistence. However,
when the "new reality" sets in, Religinon slides right into the
driver's seat. As Dell's faith falters, he begs Roni to leave with him but it's too late - she's hooked and cannot leave. Sure she is being
held against her will, he goes to the police, but is stunned to
discover the law will not touch a Religinon case the cost is just too
steep. Dell is advised by the chief of police to disappear if he wants
to survive. Good advice, but not without his wife. Going
underground, Dell attempts to rescue Roni from the iron tentacles of
a corrupt criminal enterprise masquerading as a religion. In an effort
to force her release, he stirs up public opinion against Religinon
with his concert crusades. He knows it's a crapshoot in the dark he's
betting his life on. No one has been famous enough to walk away
and live to tell the tale. Until now. But how long he'll last is
anyone's guess. It's Orwell's 1984. Here and Now.
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From Infinity to Infinity and Beyond
Eli Maor examines the role of infinity in mathematics and geometry
and its cultural impact on the arts and sciences. He evokes the
profound intellectual impact the infinite has exercised on the human
mind--from the horror infiniti of the Greeks to the works of M. C.
Escher; from the ornamental designs of the Moslems, to the sage
Giordano Bruno, whose belief in an infinite universe led to his
death at the hands of the Inquisition. But above all, the book
describes the mathematician's fascination with infinity--a
fascination mingled with puzzlement. Maor explores the idea of
infinity in mathematics and in art and argues that this is the point of
contact between the two, best exemplified by the work of the Dutch
artist M. C. Escher, six of whose works are shown here in beautiful
color plates.--Los Angeles Times [Eli Maor's] enthusiasm for the
topic carries the reader through a rich panorama.--Choice
Fascinating and enjoyable. places the ideas of infinity in a cultural
context and shows how they have been espoused and molded by
mathematics.--Science -- "Science"

I Love You to Infinity and Beyond
This softcover notebook provides the perfect gift to the person you
love, whether your partner or a family member, because the most
important thing in life is to share our life with those we love.
Dimensions: 6" x 9" (15,20cm x 23cm). Perfect for Writing: 120
pgs with high quality lined paper and white background.
Multipurpose: use it as a Goals notebook, Blog log, Quotes journal,
Favourite recipes book, Doodle book, Composition notebook,
Sketchbook, Inspiration Notebook, 'TO DO' Daily notebook Perfect
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for gifts: Surprise
your loved ones with a different notebook.
Looking for more different notebooks? Click on the author name for
other great notebooks ideas!

Toy Story Top 10s
When the world changed once and for all… In 2043, aliens arrived in
huge numbers and attacked Earth. A war was waged and millions
died but not in vain. The armies from all nations joined hands and
finally succeeded in defeating the aliens after a fateful battle which
came to be known as the Great War! The old nemesis returns…
Thirty years later, the aliens enter the solar system to invade Earth
again. There’s only one way to defeat them once and for all. A
space organization named Space Patrol has a plan but who’ll
embark on this life-threatening mission? Desperate situation calls
for Desperate measures….. There’s only one person on the planet
who can hope to pull this off. His name is Drake Stryver and he’s a
retired pilot who’d fought in the Great War. Space Patrol recruits
him to lead this mission. Will he be able to defeat the aliens again
and protect Earth? Read on to find out…

To Infinity and Beyond
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of
articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources online. To
Infinity and Beyond!: The Story of Pixar Animation Studios is a
humorous visual art book by Karen Paik, and documents the history
of Pixar Animation Studios. It was released on November 1, 2007
according to Amazon.com, and features forewords from Ed
Catmull, Steve Jobs, and John Lasseter. Leslie Iwerks collaborated
with Paik on the book.The book is titled after the catchphrase of
Buzz Lightyear, a major character from the Toy Story series.
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Disney/Pixar: To Infinity and Beyond
To Infinity and Beyond!
Infinity and the Mind
What are the Top 10 Things You Need to Be a Cowboy Sheriff?
What about Top 10 things you need to be a space ranger? What are
the Top 10 Times Toy Story Made Us Cry? Read all about your
favorite quotes, scenes, and more from the Toy Story movies. Think
you've seen it all? Take a quiz to find out how much of a Toy Story
expert you are! Celebrate your favorite Disney® moments with all
the My Top 10 Disney books!

I Love You to Infinity and Beyond
An exquisite visual celebration of the 2,500-year history of
geometry If you've ever thought that mathematics and art don't mix,
this stunning visual history of geometry will change your mind. As
much a work of art as a book about mathematics, Beautiful
Geometry presents more than sixty exquisite color plates illustrating
a wide range of geometric patterns and theorems, accompanied by
brief accounts of the fascinating history and people behind each.
With artwork by Swiss artist Eugen Jost and text by math historian
Eli Maor, this unique celebration of geometry covers numerous
subjects, from straightedge-and-compass constructions to intriguing
configurations involving infinity. The result is a delightful and
informative illustrated tour through the 2,500-year-old history of
one of the most important branches of mathematics.

Till Infinity And Beyond
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Sheds new light on discoveries that have revolutionized the field of
cosmology and transformed understanding of the universe, offering
an explanation of the multiverse M-theory and its implications in
terms of the fate of our own universe.

No Dream Is Too High
I Love You to Infinity and Beyond is an illustrated children's book
that reaches into the parents' feelings and memories of bringing up a
child in the early years, from nicknames to common phrases
expressing love.

Dad I Love You Infinity and Beyond: 6" X 9" Lined
Notebook 120 Pgs. Father ?s Day Gift. Notepad, Diary,
Goals, Blog Log, Ideas, Quotes
Is anything truly random? Does infinity actually exist? Could we
ever see into other dimensions? In this delightful journey of
discovery, David Darling and extraordinary child prodigy Agnijo
Banerjee draw connections between the cutting edge of modern
maths and life as we understand it, delving into the strange – would
we like alien music? – and venturing out on quests to consider the
existence of free will and the fantastical future of quantum
computers. Packed with puzzles and paradoxes, mind-bending
concepts and surprising solutions, this is for anyone who wants
life’s questions answered – even those you never thought to ask.

To Infinity and Beyond
SHORTLISTED FOR THE 2017 ROYAL SOCIETY SCIENCE
BOOK PRIZE Even small children know there are infinitely many
whole numbers - start counting and you'll never reach the end. But
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there are also
infinitely many decimal numbers between zero and
one. Are these two types of infinity the same? Are they larger or
smaller than each other? Can we even talk about 'larger' and
'smaller' when we talk about infinity? In Beyond Infinity,
international maths sensation Eugenia Cheng reveals the inner
workings of infinity. What happens when a new guest arrives at
your infinite hotel - but you already have an infinite number of
guests? How does infinity give Zeno's tortoise the edge in a
paradoxical foot-race with Achilles? And can we really make an
infinite number of cookies from a finite amount of cookie dough?
Wielding an armoury of inventive, intuitive metaphor, Cheng draws
beginners and enthusiasts alike into the heart of this mysterious,
powerful concept to reveal fundamental truths about mathematics,
all the way from the infinitely large down to the infinitely small.

Buzz Lightyear to Infinity and Beyond! Space Ranger
Mom I Love You Infinity and Beyond: 6" X 9" Lined
Notebook 120 Pgs. Mother ?s Day Gift. Notepad,
Diary, Recipes Book, Goals, Blog Log, Ideas, Quotes
“Lovely and surprising . . . This delightful book is about finance,
creative genius, workplace harmony, and luck.”—Fortune
”Enchanting,”—New York Times “I love this book! I think it is
brilliant.”—Ed Catmull, cofounder and president of Pixar Animation,
president of Disney Animation, and coauthor of the bestseller
Creativity Inc. The revelatory saga of Pixar’s rocky start and
improbable success After Steve Jobs was dismissed from Apple in
the early 1990s, he turned his attention to a little?known graphics
company he owned called Pixar. One day, out of the blue, Jobs
called Lawrence Levy, a Harvard?trained lawyer and executive to
whom he had never spoken before. He hoped to persuade Levy to
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help him pull
Pixar back from the brink of failure. This is the
extraordinary story of what happened next: how Jobs and Levy
concocted and pulled off a highly improbable plan that transformed
Pixar into one of Hollywood’s greatest success stories. Levy offers
a masterful, firsthand account of how Pixar rose from humble
beginnings, what it was like to work so closely with Jobs, and how
Pixar’s story offers profound lessons that can apply to many aspects
of our lives. “Part business book and part thriller—a tale that’s every
bit as compelling as the ones Pixar tells in its blockbuster movies.
It’s also incredibly inspirational, a story about a team that took big
risks and reaped the rewards . . . I loved this book and could not put
it down.”—Dan Lyons, best-selling author of Disrupted “A natural
storyteller, Levy offers an inside look at the business and a fresh,
sympathetic view of Jobs.”—Success Magazine An Amazon Best
Book of 2016 in Business & Leadership • A top pick on Fortune’s
Favorite Booksof 2016 • A 2017 Axiom Business Book Award
winner in Memoir/Biography

Parallel Worlds
The interest earned on a bank account, the arrangement of seeds in a
sunflower, and the shape of the Gateway Arch in St. Louis are all
intimately connected with the mysterious number e. In this informal
and engaging history, Eli Maor portrays the curious characters and
the elegant mathematics that lie behind the number. Designed for a
reader with only a modest mathematical background, this biography
brings out the central importance of e to mathematics and
illuminates a golden era in the age of science.

Toy Story to Infinity and Beyond: a Treasury of All
Four Films (Disney-Pixar)
While Pixar Animation Studios was creating beloved feature-length
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films such as
Monsters Inc., Ratatouille, and WALLE, it was
simultaneously testing animation and storytelling techniques in
dozens of memorable short films. Andre and Wally B proved that
computer animation was possible; Tin Toy laid the groundwork for
what would become Toy Story; and Mike's New Car exposed
Pixar's finely tuned funny bone. In The Art of Pixar Short Films,
animation expert and short film devotee Amid Amidi shines a
spotlight on these and many more memorable vignettes from the
Pixar archive. Essays and interviews illuminate more than 250 fullcolor pastels, pencil sketches, storyboards, and final rendered
frames that were the foundation of Pixar's creative process.

To Pixar and Beyond
Written by educators from diverse experiences, Text Sets:
Multimodal Learning for Multicultural Students provides ready-touse multicultural text sets complete with annotations, instructional
activities, and multimedia tools, as well as a framework for building
and using new sets.

Toy Story
With this book, children can unlock the mysteries of maths and
discover the wonder of numbers. Readers will discover incredible
information, such as why zero is so useful; what a googol really is;
why music, maths and space are connected; why bees prefer
hexagons; how to tell the time on other planets; and much much
more. From marvellous measurements and startling shapes, to
terrific theories and numbers in nature - maths has never been as
amazing as this!

Infinity
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Life is not same
for everyone. Differences surround everyone and
everywhere. It becomes easy to sustain when we learn to respect
differences. Not only respecting, but also being brave enough to
take decisions can lessen the guilt. The most beautiful treasure of
your life is those few people who genuinely love and care for you
no matter what. But few instances and situation deprive us from
recognising their presence. At such times, unloading the burden of
past and starting a new journey helps. That opportunity is priceless
and one must not think twice before grabbing it. Career and
relationships are the core parts of life, but few things lies beyond it.
Here we have Atharv and Aarohi who will help us to dicover that
purpose of our lives. The purpose for which we are here, the
purpose which teaches us how to live and love, the purpose which
makes us immortal till infinity and beyond.

e: The Story of a Number
The Art of Pixar Short Films
Beloved American hero and astronaut Buzz Aldrin reflects on the
wisdom, guiding principles, and irreverent anecdotes he's
gathered—both in outer space and on earth—through his event-filled
life, in this inspiring guide-to-life for the next generation.
Everywhere he goes, crowds gather to meet Buzz Aldrin. He is a
world-class hero, a larger-than-life figurehead, best known of a
generation of astronauts whose achievements surged in just a few
years from first man in space to first men on the moon. Now he
pauses to reflect and share what he has learned, from the vantage
point not only of outer space but also of time: still a non-stop
traveler and impassioned advocate for space exploration, Aldrin
will be 86 in 2016. No Dream Is Too High whittles down Buzz
Aldrin's event-filled life into a short list of principles he values,
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each illustrated
by fascinating anecdotes and memories, such as: ·
Second comes right after first. NASA protocol should have meant
he was first on the moon, but rules changed just before the mission.
How he learned to be proud of being the second man on the moon. ·
Look for opportunities, not obstacles. Buzz was rejected the first
time he applied to be an astronaut. Failure is an opportunity to learn
to do better. · Always maintain your spirit of adventure. For his 80th
birthday, Buzz went diving in the Galapagos and hitched a ride on a
whale shark. He stays fit, energetic, and fascinated with life. No
Dream Is Too High is a beautiful memento, a thought-provoking set
of ideas, and a new opportunity for Buzz Aldrin to connect with the
masses of people who recognize his unique place in human history.

From Zero To Infinity (And Beyond)
I Love You to Infinity and Beyond is an illustrated children's book
that reaches into the parents' feelings and memories of bringing up a
child in the early years, from nicknames to common phrases
expressing love.

Text Sets
Do something amazing and learn a new skill thanks to the Little
Ways to Live a Big Life books! Birds do it, bees do it, even
educated fleas do it Not falling in love, but counting. Animals and
humans have been using numbers to navigate their way through the
jungle of life ever since we all evolved on this planet. But this book
will help you to do something that humans have only recently
understood how to do: to count to regions that no animal has ever
reached. By the end of this book you'll be able to count to
infinityand beyond. On our way to infinity we'll discover how the
ancient Babylonians used their bodies to count to 60 (which gave us
60 minutes in the hour), how the number zero was only discovered
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in the 7th century
by Indian mathematicians contemplating the void,
why in China going into the red meant your numbers had gone
negative and why numbers might be our best language for
communicating with alien life. But for millennia contemplating
infinity has sent even the greatest minds into a spin. Then at the end
of the nineteenth century mathematicians discovered a way to think
about infinity that revealed that it is a number that we can count.
Not only that. They found that there are an infinite number of
infinities, some bigger than others. Just using the finite neurons in
your brain and the finite pages in this book, you'll have your mind
blown discovering the secret of how to count to infinity.
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